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1. Introduction. If C and C1 are homeomorphic closed subsets of the

Euclidean three space, R3, a necessary condition that their complementary

sets be homeomorphic is that the fundamental groups of their residual sets

be isomorphic. When these groups are not isomorphic the situation may be

described roughly by saying that C and C1 are imbedded differently in R3

either in the large, or in the small, or both. Examples of the first situation

arise if C and C1 are polygonal simple closed curves, one knotted, the other

unknotted. Examples of the second variety arise if C and C1 are taken to be

an ordinary linear interval and an arc of Antoine [2](x) respectively.

In this note we are interested in establishing conditions on the comple-

ment of certain classes of homeomorphic closed sets such that the correspond-

ing fundamental groups will vanish. A general problem, which is solved below

only in special cases indeed, is: If C is an absolute retract in the «-sphere, Sn,

under what conditions does Ti(S*— C) vanish?

In case Cis a topological î'-cell, i = l, 2, ■ • -, », it is sufficient that Sn — C

have uniformly abelian local fundamental groups (Theorem IV).

The author wishes to express his appreciation to S. Eilenberg, whose help-

ful criticisms have made him practically a collaborator.

2. Let X be a topological space, A a subset of X. We shall consider the

1-dimensional homology groups Hx(A) and Hx(X) based on singular homolo-

gies with integer coefficients. The identity map i:A—+X induces a homo-

morphism i*:Hx(A)—>(HxX). The image of this homomorphism will be de-

noted by Hx(A, X) and is the homology group obtained by considering

1-cycles in A and bounding in X (not to be confused with the relative homol-

ogy group Hx(X, A)).
Assume that both X and A are arcwise connected and let pÇîA be the base

point used to define the fundamental groups 7Ti(.4) and Tx(X). Again the

identity map i'.A—=>X induces a homomorphism if.wx(A)—+ttx(X). The image

of this homomorphism will be denoted by 7ti(.4, X). Up to an isomorphism,

this group is independent of the choice of pÇ.A.

Clearly Hx(A, X) and 7ri(^4, X) are subgroups of Hx(X) and irx(X), respec-

tively. If BCA, then

Hx(B, X) C Hx(A, X)    and   vt(B, X) C Vt{A, X).
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(For the second inclusion, assume B is arcwise connected and p(E.B.)

Consider the diagram

*t(A) 4 *t(X)
vx I I v2

Hx(A) -> Hx(X)

where vx, v2 are the natural homomorphisms of the fundamental group onto

the homology group. The kernels of vx and v2 are the commutator groups

[7Ti(^4), xi(^l)] and [wx(X), wx(X)]. Since i*vx = wet » it follows that

Hx(A, X) = image i% = image (i#vx)

= image (v2i§) = ^(image it)

= v2[irx(A, X)].

Thus

v2 :   irx(A,X)-+Hx(A,X)

is a mapping onto. The kernel of this homomorphism is the group

Q(A, X) = ti(A, X) H [xi(X), tx(X)]

so that

(1) wi{A, X)/Q(A, X) « Hx(A, X)(2).

The group (?(A, X) can be defined directly by considering closed paths in

A (about p) which are homotopic in X to commutators of paths in X; the

homotopy of paths in A is considered in X. In particular Q(A, X)=0 means

that every closed path in A which is homotopic (in X) to the commutator of

two paths in X is null-homotopic in X.

In the above discussion the hypothesis that X be arcwise connected can

be disposed of as long as A is arcwise connected. Indeed, only the arc-com-

ponent of X containing A comes into play. Thus the definitions of nx(A, X),

C(A, X) and formula (1) remain valid with only A arcwise connected.

Observe further that the statement irx(A, X)=0 (or Ç(A, X) =0) may be

interpreted, even if A is not arcwise connected, to mean that ttx(D, X) =0

(or C(D, X) =0) for every arcwise connected component D of A.

3. Let X be a topological space, A an open subset of X. A set UdA will

be called a neighborhood of pÇLX in A if U=A(~\ V for some open set V of

X containing p.

The set A will be called &-Ic at the point ££X if for every neighborhood U

(2) The symbol ~ is read "is isomorphic to," =¿ "is homotopic to," and ~ "is homologous

to."
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of p in A there is a neighborhood V of p in A such that every (singular inte-

gral) &-cyde in Vbounds in U (that is, if Hk( V,U)=0 where Hk( V, U) is the

image of if*(T/)—>£f*({/)). If A is £-lc at every pE.A then J is called ¿-lc;

if A is &-lc at every pdz.X then ,4 is k-\\\c. If ^4 is k-\c (or ¿-ulc) for each

k = 0,l , • • • , n then A is lc" (or ulcn).

The set A will be called &-LC at pÇ^X if for every neighborhood U oí p

in ^4 there is a neighborhood F of £ in A such that every singular ¿-sphere in

V is null-homotopic in U (that is, irk(V, U)=0). lî A is &-LC at every p(E.A

then ^4 is ¿-LC; if .4 is &-LC at every ^GX then A is Jfe-UCL. If ^4 is &-LC
(or fe-ULC) for each k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ ,n then ,4 is LC» (or ULC"). If A =X,
then LC" and ULC" coincide. It is immediate that ulc° and ULC° agree.

The open set A in the space X will be said to have uniformly abelian local

fundamental groups (abbreviate un.a.l.g.) provided for each pÇzX and each

neighborhood U of p in A there is a neighborhood V of p such that VC U and

G(v, t/)=o.

Theorem I. Let A be an open subset of X. Then A is 1- Z7Z,C if and only if

A is 1-ulc and has the un.a.l.g. property.

Proof. Suppose A is 1-ULC. Let U be a neighborhood in A of ££X.

There is a neighborhood V of p in A such that FC U and vx( V, U)=0. Let

IF be any arcwise connected component of V. Then Q(W, U)Ciri(W, U) and

Hx(W, U)~*t(W, U)/Q(W, U). Thus Q(W, U)=0 and HX(W, U)=0 and
consequently Q(V, U)=0 and Hx(V, U)=0. Hence A is un.a.l.g. and 1-ulc.

Conversely, assume that A is un.a.l.g. and 1-ulc. Let U be a neighborhood in

A of a point pÇ_X. We can select neighborhoods Fi, F2 of £ in A such that

FiCf7, Hx(Vx, U)=0, VtCU, G(Vi, U)=0. Let W be an arcwise con-

nected component of ViCW*. Then Hx(W, U)=0 and (j?(W, U)=0. Since

in(W, U)/Q(W, U)~Hx(W, XJ) it follows that *t<fF, U), thus xi(F, Cf),«0
and A is 1-ULC.

Theorem II. Let M be a closed, generalized, n — 1 manifold in the n-dimen-

sional sphere, Sn, and A one of the components of Sn — M. Then A is ULC1 if

and only if A is un.a.l.g.

Proof. Wilder [7] has proved that A is ulc1 (even ulc"). Thus Theorem II

follows from Theorem I. (In Wilder's definition of lc" and ulc", Vietoris' cycles

were used ; however, since A is an open subset of 5" this will give the same con-

cept as the singular theory.)

Theorem III. Let M be a topological (n — l)-sphere in Sn and A one of the

components of Sn — M. If A is un.a.l.g., then A and A are contractible.

Proof. Theorem II implies that A is ULC1. Thus Theorem III follows from

Theorem 10 of [3].

4. Theorem IV. Let C be a closed, topological i-cell, i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , n, in
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the euclidean n-sphere, Sn such that Sn — C has uniformly abelian local funda-

mental groups. Then irx(S" — C) = 0.

4.1. Proof. i = n. Let M be the boundary of C and set A =Sn — C. Then

Theorem III applies.

4.2. i = n — 1. As above put A =Sn—C. Now A fails to be 0-ULC as is seen

by taking points near together on opposite side of C to form a 0-sphere.

(Thus Theorem 8a of the paper referred to above cannot be applied directly.)

4.3. Observe that A is 1-ulc over the integers [5; 7]. If we combine this

with the fact that A has uniformly abelian local fundamental groups, Theorem

I asserts A is 1-ULC.

4.4. The next step is to define a set X=H\JM. The set H will be homeo-

morphic to A and in addition will be ULC1. The set M will be the "boundary"

of H. The additional properties needed of M are that it is LC1 and trt(M) =0.

Finally, we shall show irx(H, X)=0. Granting these preliminary results.

Theorem 8 of [3] applies (where A of that theorem corresponds to our H).

Hence Vt(H) =0. Since if is constructed homeomorphic to A above, irx(A) =0.

4.5. Lemma. If M is a compact, LC° subset of a space X and X is LC1 at

every point of M, then every closed path in X sufficiently near M can be homo-

topically deformed into a closed path in M.

Let the components of M be Mi, • • • , Mk. Define 0<3e<min distance

Mi, Mj, i^j. Since X is 1-LC at the points of M there is a 0<S'<e such

that any closed path in(3) S(M, h') of diameter < 5' is ^¿0 in X by a deforma-

tion moving each point <e. To S' there is a 5° such that if p, q£E;M, distance

p, q<5°, there is an arc in M joining these points of diameter <5'/3. Similarly,

there is an ô00 such that if p, q(£S(M, 5'), distance p, g<500, there is an arc in

X joining these points of diameter <5'/3. Let 3ô = min ô°, 500. Define V
= S(M, 8).

Let /(S1) be any closed path in VM = S(M, h)-M. Subdivide f(Sl) into

consecutive (singular) arcs of diameter <5. Let the vertices be x0, • • ■ ,

xm(=x0). To Xi associate y,CzM such that distance Xi, y,<ô. Since ô^500,

there is an arc i< in X joining these points of diameter <5'/3. Since 35^6°,

there is an arc y¿y¿+i joining y i and y.+i in M of diameter <5'/3. Then

XiXi+x^JJi^JJi+x^Jyiyi+x is a singular 1-sphere in S(M, S') of diameter <5'.

Hence it is ^¿0 by a deformation moving no point as much as e. Piecing

together the singular disks which realize these deformations in such a way

as to preserve continuity, we have f(S1)^^g(S1) =y°yxO ■ ■ ■ yJym-xyodM.

4.6. Definition of H.
4.61. Let c be any interior point of C. Let / be an arc having c as an end

point and l-cCSn-C. Since q°(c, Sn-C) = l[l, 1f2, corollary II], there

exist €>S>0 such that S(c, b) — C=UVJV, where U and  F are mutually

(3) S{X, 8) means all points in space at a distance from X less than S. F{X, S) means all

points in space at a distance from X equal to 5.
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separated and any 0-cycle in U (or in V) is ~0 in S(c, «) —C. Define 0<3e'

<€-S. Then if p(=Ur\S(c, e') and qGVr\S(c, e'), any arc in S"-C from

p to q must have a diameter >2e' since it must meet both(3) F(c, e') and

F(c, 3e'). Thus if we choose a point d on I near enough to c, the subarc of /,

dc, will have a diameter <e' and any arc from d to a point d1 near c but on

the other side of C from d will have a diameter >2e'.

4.62. A new metric, p, the "relative distance metric" is defined(4) on Sn — C

by p(p g)=glb diameter of all connected sets JD^Ug, J(ZSn — C. Define

w(p) =p(p, d). This is a real-valued, continuous function on Sn—C and if

c1^C is sufficiently near c, then w', w" = respectively, gib, lub w(p),

p^c1, pÇzSn — C are distinct numbers (4.61).

Intuitively, it would seem that w', w" are distinct for any interior point

c^ÇlC. However, we are unable to prove this, hence the construction below.

4.63. Let (ci, c2, • • • ) be dense in C, c,£interior C. For each c¿ choose

an arc /; as above (4.3) and a point di such that diameter c¿d¿<e¿ and any arc

T from d, to a point d[ near c,- but on the other side of C from di, T(ZSn — C,

implies diameter T>2ti.

4.64. Define a sequence of real-valued, continuous functions on Sn — C by

Wi(p) =p(p, di). Define a subset if of a Hubert cube as follows:

If (Xx, X2,   ■   ■   ■   ,  Xn) =PGSn—C,   (Xx, X2,   ■   ■   ■   , Xn)<^>(Xx, X2,   •   •   •   ,  Xn, Wlt W2,

w3, ■ • •). If q = (x{, x{, ■ ■ • , xñ) is a second point of Sn — C, we may

define distance in H by

.      ,      A, ,,   ,  A  | Wi(p) - Wi(q)\
v(P, ?) = 2^ I xi — xi I + 2^-—-

i i 2l

4.7. Proof that H is ULC1. The mapping h defined on H by setting each

Wi = 0 is a homeomorphism, h(H)=Sn — C. In fact, h clearly diminishes the

diameters of subsets of U. On the other hand, from the definition of p (and

hence w¡), the homeomorphism h~l carries connected subsets of Sn—C of

diameter <e into subsets of H of diameter <3e. By (4.3), A=Sn — C is

1-ULC, hence, by the last sentence, if is 1-ULC.

4.71. To prove that H is 0-ULC, let <p(p, q) = 2~2x \xi—xi\, where

P = (xx, • ■ ■ , xn) and q = (x{, • • ■ , xñ). Let (uk, vk), k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , be pairs

of points in H such that lim ß(uk, vk)=0. Since <p[h(uk), h(vk)] èp(uk, vk),

lim*,œ 4>[h(uk), h(vk)] =0. Suppose h(uk)^>y*—h(vk),y(E:C. If 7G interior of C

and for all large k, h(uk), h(vk) lie on the same side of C as explained above

(4.61), there exists connected subsets Tk of A of small diameter joining h(uk)

and h(vk). But h~l carries small connected sets in A into small connected sets

in U, that is, the requirement for 0-ULC is in this case fulfilled. If for some

subsequence h(uik), h(v¡k) lie on opposite sides of C near 7, then w¡{h(uih)}

(4) See [6] for properties of this metric and references to the work of S. Mazurkiewicz,

who introduced this metric originally.
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— Wj{h(vik)} =i2ey>0, hence ß(uik, Vik)^tj/2>, denying the hypothesis that

\imk^xu(uk, Vk) =0. Thus II is 0-ULC.

4.72. The above remarks show that if ££mterior of Cand if w¡, w¡' =glb,

lub, respectively, of w¡(q), q—>p, qÇzSn — C, then wj 5¿w!' for some j.

4.8. Definition of M and X. Define M' as the totality of points (xx, • • •, xn,

w( ,w2 , ■ ■ • ) in a Hubert cube, where w{ is gib w,(p), p~—*(xt, • • • , xn) £C,

p~(£Sn — C. Then M' is a 1—1 continuous image of C, that is, a topological

n—1 cell. That M' is a 1-1 map of C under this association is clear. To prove

it is continuous let p = (xu ■ ■ • , xn) and p' =f(p) its image in M'. Ob-

serve that if CQS(p, d), then each w((q), q£^S(p, d), i=l, 2, • • • ,

is < some constant X. In fact the same constant X may be used for all

PGC.
Lete>0. Choose Nsuch that EwV2'<e/6. Toe/12 there is a 5 >0 such

that S(p, S) — C= U\JV, where U and V are mutually separated if p is in-

terior to C (and U = V otherwise) and any 0-cycle in U (or in V) is ~0 in

S(p, e/12)-C. Now let q = (xx, • • • , xn)ECr\S(p, 5). Then w¡(q)<w>(p)

+e/6 and wl(p)<wi(q)'+t/6, that is, | w[ (p) - w- (q) | <e/6. Hence ß[f(p),

/(«)]< Ei [**-*/ f +e/6(l + l/2 + l/4+ • • • +1/2»-»)+ E^-iV2¿<e/3
+e/3+e/3=£.

Define M" as the totality of points (xlt ■ • • , xn, w{', w2 , • • •), where

w'i' is the lub Wi(p), p—*(xx, ■ ■ ■ , x„)GC, p(E.Sn — C. Likewise, M" is a topo-

logical n — 1 cell.

Define X = HKJM'yJM". Again, let h denote the continuous mapping

which results by setting each w\=0, this time h being defined on X. Then

h(X)=Sn. Let J be the n — 2 sphere that is the boundary of C. If p(E.C

— J, h~l(p) consists of two points, one in M', the other in M" (4.72). If

pÇiJ, h~l(p) is a single point (since q°(p, Sn — C) =0, each w¡ =w¡'). Now h

is continuous and 1-1 on the compact set h~l(J). Thus / and h~1(J) are

homeomorphic. Hence h~l(J) = M'C\M" is a topological n — 2 sphere. We

conclude M = M'\JM" is a topological n — 1 sphere. Hence ttx(M) =0.

4.9. Proof that 7Ti(if, X) =0. Using the Lemma (4.5), there is a neighbor-

hood U of M such that every curve in U can be deformed into M. By (4.8),

tx(M) =0, hence iri(U, X) =0.

Let 7 be any closed curve in H. Then y' =h(y) is a closed curve in Sn — C.

Let £ be a closed 2-cell and K a singular image of E in Sn such that 7' is the

boundary of K. If KC\C = 0, h~~l(K) gives a singular disk in H that 7 bounds.

If ZPiCj^ 0, draw a finite number of disjoint, simple closed curves in E whose

interiors contain the complete counterimages of K(~\C and such that if

Bx, • • -, Bk denote the images of these curves in K, Bidh(U), i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■, k.

Denote further the singular disk in K bounded by Bi by Qi, then KC\C

CQx^J ■ ■ ■ \JQk. Since h~l(Bi)<ZU and irx(U, X)=0, there are singular

disks in X such that h~l(Bi)c^0. By fitting these disks properly onto

hrl(K-Qx- ■ ■ ■ -Qk), we find 7~0 in X, that is, 7^(if, A") =0.
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5. i = n — 2. If the set C is a closed, topological n — 2 cell in the «-sphere

Sn, Sn — C fails to be 1-ULC. As above, if V, U are neighborhoods of C, the

part residual to C is denoted by Vc, Uc, respectively.

5.1. Lemma. Given a neighborhood U of C there exists a neighborhood V of

C such that any small path in Vc is null-homotopic in Uc.

Let p be an interior point of the set C. Let V and W be neighborhoods of p

in S" such that Hx(Vc, Wc) is infinite cyclic. For an edge point p let W= U

and choose F such that ifi(Fc, Wc) is the null-element. This is possible from

Corollary II, §2 of [l ]. To each W let QC. F be a neighborhood of p such that

C(Q, W) =0, which is possible since C has the un.a.l.g. property. Thus if p is

an interior point, ifx(Qc Wc) is infinite cyclic and reduces to the null-element

otherwise.

5.2. The sets Q just mentioned may be chosen as spherical neighborhoods,

thus connected. Since dim C = n — 2, each Qc is connected.

5.3. Since C is compact, there is a finite covering of C by Q1, ■ ■ • , Qk. We

agree to retain in this covering at least one element, say Ql, which corresponds

to an edge point of C.

5.4. Let r>0 be such that any set of diameter <t in S(C, t) — C is con-

tained in some (%. (If t2 is the Lebesque number of the covering

{Q\ ■ ■ ■ , Qk} with respect to S(C, t1)CQ1^J ■ • ■ VQk, let r = min (n, r2).)

Define the V of the lemma to be S(C, t).

5.5. Let Q be one of the above neighborhoods corresponding to an

interior point p oî C. Let q be any other point in the intersection of Q and

the interior of C. For 5>0 define Z = S(q, Ö)C\Q. Since ql(q, Sn-C)=l,

Hx(Zc, Wc) is infinite cyclic for 5 sufficiently small [l]. Let/CQo generate

Hi(Qc Wo) and gQZc generate ifi(Zc, Wc). Since ZCQQC, gCQc- Thus g~/*

in Wc. The operation of bounding establishes a homomorphism of ifi(Zc, Wc)

into Hx(Qc, Wc). To see this homomorphism is actually onto consider

Hx(Qc^Jq; Wcyjq) and HC(QC, Wc). Since the former reduces to the null-ele-

ment, any element of the latter group, in particular /, bounds a chain in

Wc*Uq. Since this chain does not lie in Wc, it contains q. The part of this

chain that meets the surface of a small sphere about g is a 1-cycle that

(bounding in Wc) may be expressed in terms of g. Thus/ may be so expressed.

Let gk'~f. Combining this with/*~g gives /~/"'. Unless \k\ =\k'\ =1 this

contradicts the fact that/ is a generator oí free group.

In view of irx(Zc, Wc)~Hx(Zc, W.) and vt(Q., Wc)~Hx(Qc, Wc), the

above may be interpreted as follows : if q is any interior point of C in Q, then

in any sufficiently small neighborhood of q we may choose a path in Sn — C

that generates ttx(Qc Wc).

5.6. To complete the proof of the above Lemma 5.1 let k(Sl) be any

closed path in Vc (5.4) of diameter <t. Suppose k(S1)CZQi1- Let p¡x be the

point of C determining Qn in the given covering. Let TCZC be an arc from
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pj, to px- Without loss the interior of the arc may be assumed to lie in the

interior of C. By 5.3, we see that the sets Q1, - ■ -, Qk cover C and that there

is a chain Q», • • ■ , Qi<» = Q' ( = Q1) such that (a) U,m=i QUDT, (b) Q>*C\QH**
DajiGTCC, i = l, 2, • • - , m-1, and (c) wx(QJc", W{™)=0. Let//, be a gen-

erator of ■Kx(QJc, Wi1) that is contained in Q^i^Qi2. This is possible by 5.5.

By 5.2 these sets are connected, hence the same base point may be used for

k as for//,.
If irx(Qi, Wl1) reduces to the identity, the conclusion of the lemma is

established. Otherwise kszfb in Wl1. Let lx be an arc in Q¡? from the base of

k to a point of/y„ where/,-, is a generating element of irx(Qi2, W1?) in Q^f^Qc3.

Then, basing our paths at a point common to lx and /,-„ we have, since

fhC0, lxlfih^fh in Wl*- Hence l^kh^ff1^ in WJl\JWJc2. Continuing in this
manner, after a finite number of steps,

hm-x ■ ■ • lx klxh • • ■ ljm-x—fim

in W$U ■ ■ ■ \JW{m. But ■Ki(QJcm, W^)=0. Setting hh ■ ■ -ljm-x,=x we

obtain x_1£x~0 in Wh\J ■ ■ ■ yJWim, that is, kc^O in Uc. This completes the

proof of the Lemma 5.1.

5.7. Since 5" is compact, Lemma 5.1 shows that there is a 5 >0 such that

any closed path in Sn — C of diameter <ô is ~0 in A =S" — C.

5.8. Let/tS1) be any closed path in Sn-C. Then/~0 in Sn. Let F be a

mapping function realizing this homotopy, choosing the planar 2-cell E

bounded by S1 as range. If F(E)H\C = 0, no modifications are necessary. If

F(E)(~\C?i0, proceed as follows. Since A is 0-ULC, to the S of 5.7 there is a

5°>0 such that pairs of points in A whose distance apart is <ô° can be

joined in A by arcs of diameter <6/2. By the continuity of F there is a d>0

such that points in E having a distance apart less than d have images under

F no further than 5° apart. Subdivide E now simplicially into cells of mesh

<d. If pES1, define G(p)=F(p). Consider the 0-cells of E interior to S1. If

F(p)ESn-C, put G(p) = F(p). If F(p)GC, choose a point q = G(p) near F(p)

but in Sn — C. Since C is nowhere dense in S", this may be done. In fact, if

17 = min [S° — max distance F(p), F(p1)], p, p1 ranging over 0-cells of a fixed

2-simplex and min taken with respect to all 2-simplexes of E, then q = G(p)

ElS[F(P), 77/3] gives a partial realization of G of mesh <5°. Consider any

1-cell of E. By the way in which G has been defined on its ends and the sig-

nificance of ô°, G may be extended continuously over all of the 1-cell so that

the image lies in A and has a diameter <5/2. Doing this simultaneously for

all 1-cells we are ready to extend G to the interior of the 2-simplexes of E.

Since the image of G on the boundary of any such 2-simplex has a diameter

<S, G may be extended continuously into the interior so that the image lies

in A. Since only a finite number of such cells are involved, the continuity of

the deformation function G on £ is clear. Thus/(51)c^0 in A.

5.81. The above proof (k=n — 2) evidently holds under a slightly weak-
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ened hypothesis. Define Y= (Sn — C)W(interior C)U(a), where a is any edge

point of C. Assume that at each point of Y given a relative neighborhood U

there is a relative neighborhood Vsuch that Q( V, U) = 0, then 7Tij (Sn — C)=0.

As a special case we have for n = 3 :

Corollary. Let C be a simple continuous arc in Sz that is locally polygonal

except for one end point b(¿¿a). Then irx(S3 — C) =0.

That the set Y must contain all interior points of C and at least one edge

(end) point is indicated by the work of Fox-Artin, Some wild cells and spheres

in 3-space, Ann. of Math. vol. 49 (1948) pp. 979-990. Example 1.1 shows that

C must not be "twisted" near all boundary points of C.

5.9. i<n-2. By Corollary II, §2 of [l], Sn-C is 1-ulc. Since 5"-Chas

the un.a.l.g. property, it follows from Theorem I that Sn — C is 1-ULC.

Since Sn — C is also 0-ULC, S" — C is ULC1. Since C is LC1. Theorem 8a of

[3] applies and we conclude irx(Sn — C) =0.

6. In this section we show that if D is a compact, totally disconnected set

in Sn such that Sn — D has uniformly abelian local fundamental groups, then

irx(S"—D) =0. Examples due to Antoine show that this need not be the case

in general [2].

6.1. Theorem V. Let D be a compact, totally disconnected subset of Sn. If

Sn—D has uniformly abelian local fundamental groups, then Sn — D is 1-ULC.

Proof. Define A =Sn — D. Then A is open and by Theorem I it is sufficient

to show A is 1-ulc over the integers. By Theorem 1 of [7], choosing M = D

above, and noting the Pontrjagin extension of the duality formula, A is

1-ulc over the integers.

6.2. Theorem VI. If D is a compact, totally disconnected subset of S", and

Sn — D has uniformly abelian local fundamental groups, then iri(Sn — D)=0.

Proof. hetf(S1) =K be any continuous 1-sphere in Sn—D. In discussing

homotopies of/ we choose a closed 2-cell E2 as range instead of S1X.I. Let

E2 have polar coordinates r, 6. Put t = 1 — r and let F(d, t) be any deformation

of / to a point in 5". F(B, 0) =/(0), F(8, 1) = constant.

Consider H=F~1(D), that is, H is the totality of points in E2 carried into

D by F. If H is null, we already have the desired homotopy.

6.3. If H is totally disconnected, proceed as follows. Choose e = l, then

by Theorem V there is a 5 such that all paths in Sn—D of diameter <S are

^¿0 in Sn — D. To 5>0 there is a d>0 such that any set of diameter <d in E2

has an image of diameter <5. Since H is 0-dimensional, compact and lies in

the interior of E2, we may draw in E2 — Sx a finite number of disjoint simple

closed curves of diameter <d, B1, • • • , Bk, whose interiors are disjoint and

contain H. We now define a new deformation of / to a point as follows. If a

point of E2 is exterior to each of the simple closed curves, G(0, t) =F(d, t).
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On the interior of one of the curves B* we use the fact that F on this simple

closed curve defines a path in Sn—D of diameter <5, hence G, on the in-

terior of B, may be continuously extended so that the image lies in Sn—D.

In this manner G(6, t) is defined continuously over all of E2 and represents a

contraction of / to a point in Sn — D.

6.4. If H is not totally disconnected, proceed as follows. Let (Ha) be the

collection of components of H. A new mapping will be defined by replacing

this collection by that obtained by coalescing certain elements. If Ha' is an

element of (Ha) that does not separate E2 and is not contained in a domain

complementary to an H$ which does separate E2, we associate Ha< with

itself. If if„' does separate E2 or if it is contained in a domain complementary

to an if|S which does, then we associate Ha' with the maximal if,s with this

property. Let the new collection of elements be (Ha). This collection is upper

semi-continuous. A new mapping G is now defined on E2 as follows: If

pGE2-H, G(p)=F(p). If ¿Gif, G(p)=F(q), where p determines Ha and q

is any point of the corresponding element in (Ha). We note G agrees with/

on S1 and G performs a contraction of/ to a point in Sn. Apply the Eilenberg-

Whyburn factor theorem [6] to G, obtaining a monotone transformation Gm

on E2 followed by a light transformation Gx on Z = Gm(E2). Since no inverse

set of Gm separates E2, Z is a 2-cell [4]. But then Gx is topologically equivalent

to the type of transformation considered above when H is totally discon-

nected (6.3).
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